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neither group is likely to be more attached to real balances
in the form of money than the other ; so that neither type of
reaction is more likely than the other; and neither on any
substantial scale is likely at all.
But when the transfer is from richer to poorer people
things work out differently.    Such a transfer tends to aug-
ment aggregate money income for the reasons given in § 11
in connection with the secondary reaction there discussed.
Nor is this all.   Even if poor people were prepared to save
the same proportion of their incomes as rich, transfers to
them would still tend to make aggregate money income larger.
For, partly because for the most part their incomes are paid
out to them at shorter intervals, they normally hold smaller
real balances in the form of money relatively to their incomes
(plus any Government grants they may receive) than richer
people.   It follows that a redistribution of income favouring
the poor at the expense of the rich would lead, apart alto-
gether from the reaction described a moment ago, to a lower-
ing of the average amount of real balances held in the form
of money, that is, to an increase in the income velocity of
money;   with the result that aggregate money outlay will
be made larger.   For reasons similar to those set out in § 13,
with a given volume of transfer to poor persons the effect on
aggregate money income will be smaller when the money for
the transfers is raised by taxes than when it is raised by loans.
§ 15. Next, as our fifth main problem, we have to consider
the policy of taking government expenditures of all kinds
as given, but financing them out of loans instead of out of
taxes,  thus  budgeting  for  a  deficit.    It  is   obvious   that
the difference made to aggregate money income by the choice
between financing so much existing expenditure out of loans
or out of taxes must be similar in character to that made by
the choice between financing so much additional expenditure
in the one or the other of these ways.   Thus what is relevant
has already been said in §§ 13-14, where the comparative effects
of financing additional expenditure for investment and for
transfers to poor persons out of taxes and out of loans were
commented on.   In accordance with what was there said we
conclude that the above policy must, in general, make for an
enlargement in aggregate money income.   Our previous dis-
cussion shows further that this tendency will be stronger the

